
HOW IT HAS BEEN WHAT’S CHANGED

My most popular printing requests were priced as flat fees that were 
all-inclusive of design, printing, and shipping.

Problem: Did not accurately represent design fees

Print prices have been converted to 
project pricing and are no longer all-
inclusive.  Invoices will be itemized to 
reflect design fees (as outlined above), 
printing, and shipping. 

Larger or long-term projects had value-based pricing as recommended 
by The Graphic Artists Guild Handbook: Pricing & Ethical Guidelines:
• Amount of value the client needed to gain from the project
• What the client could invest at the time
• Anticipated amount of time (not always easy to predict)
• Amount of future work the project would bring to me
• Depth of skill and excellence that I brought to the project
• Project usage and royalties

Problem: Too much abiguity and immeasurability

To eliminate ambiguity, prices on larger 
projects will follow suit to the pricing 
on small projects by default (except 
where pre-established, written project 
agreements or reduced-fee retainer 
agreements indicate otherwise.) A final 
invoice will itemize the actual time 
spent and associated costs.

Minimum 1/2-hour, then one hour, then 15-minute increments
$35 for first 30 minutes (minimum)
$65 up to one hour
Revisions per instance: minimum 15-minutes, then 15-minute increments

Problem: While I tried to keep pricing simple, this model did not offer any 
flexibility or savings with print design. (see “all-inclusive printing” below)

Minimum 1/2-hour (based on tier) then 1-minute increments 
Revisions per instance (based on tier): minimum 6-minutes then 1-minute increments

This new pricing is set to strengthen the HRG business model, which 
is to carry out graphic design solutions through to print production.

Tier Rate per End purpose

1 $30 1/2-hour Print-based design that leads to HRG print fulfillment

2 $40 1/2-hour Graphics work that does not lead to print-fulfillment 

3 $60 1/2-hour Design where you acquire print-optimized files when 
HRG can instead fulfill the printing for you

Converted

Revised

SimplifiedLARGER & LONG-TERM PROJECTS/CAMPAIGNS*

More flexibleSMALL PROJECTS/CAMPAIGNS*

“ALL-INCLUSIVE” PRINTING

What these changes mean for you...
Lower design fees due to reduced time increments

Greater savings on campaigns versus piece-work 

Reduced rate on design-work that 
ends in HRG print fulfillment

Correlation of savings to consolidated 
revisions requests

Overall more accurate billing of actual 
time spent on design-work

Reduced ambiguity

Full transparency on all design prices

Savings on reorders!  

Overall reduced pricing for simpler projects

Savings will apply to all clients, therefore no more 
need for “Kingdom” or non-profit discounts
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